Navigation
Structuring Site Navigation

- Three possible models
  - NEXT and PREV (when fixed order)
  - Navigation bar to the parts (always EXACT)
    - Horizontal
    - Vertical
  - Single page with links
- When use?
- Mix and match? Multiple ways?
- TOO MUCH NAVIGATION IS AS BAD AS NONE!
Better for long lists
Takes width
Will learn how next week
- Consistent placement
- Top, bottom, both
- Often at the left and right edges
  - Next class
- Structurally keep them together
- Text
- Images
Horizontal Navigation Bar

- Best practice
  - separate section: nav
  - inline list
Page / Site Links

- Should you distinguish?
- Two different bars
  - Horizontal (site) and vertical (page)
  - Color, size, font differentiation